
Spotlight is a fully managed SaaS solution built with patent-pending 
optimization and operational techniques designed to eliminate the 
need for IT and administration resources. Organizations can be up and 
running with Spotlight in less than an hour, delivering immediate time 
to value and increased ROI.

Self-Service SaaS solution

With Datameer Spotlight, enterprise data doesn’t need to be loaded 
centrally into a data warehouse. With one click in Neebo, teams can start 
visualizing their data in Looker – wherever their data resides.

Share and reuse assets from anywhere

Start an analytics project using Neebo’s AI-assisted search to find any 
prior analysis, documents, reports, dashboards, or datasets relevant to 
the analysis at hand. Quickly discover and open any asset in Looker to 
deliver fast analytic results.

Discover analytics assets in every form

Datameer Spotlight is the gateway to finding and collaborating on 
enterprise analytics assets. Leverage past analyses, find, access, and 
curate any dataset on the fly. Connect and combine all your tables, on-
prem or in the cloud, into a single live model that can be shared, 
accessed, queried, and reused by all users—all while maintaining best-
in-class security and governance.

Solve complex and ad-hoc analytics challenges

Strategy Manager, 
Large Healthcare Payer

“Neebo’s collaboration and AI-

driven features are a game 

changer that brings my team 

together and makes all of us 

tremendously more productive.”

Quickly discover and open any 

assets in Looker to deliver fast 

analytic results.

Seamless Looker integration

Experience greater trust in data 

and Looker analysis outcomes 

with robust annotation, 

documentation, and 

visualization of data lineage 

through Spotlight’s workbench.

Trusted insights through
collaboration

Start an analytics project using 

Datameer Spotlight’s AI-assisted 

search to find any prior analysis, 

documents, reports, dashboards, 

or datasets relevant to the 

analysis at hand. Use caches 

with all your on-prem data that 

cannot be migrated to the cloud. 

Open any asset in Looker and 

deliver fast analytics results.

Eliminate time-consuming tasks

Teams from any department can 

start visualizing their data in

Looker in one click wherever their 

data resides. Teams can also blend 

and create new data sets across 

departmental data silos.

Accelerate Looker adoption

Benefits

Discover Your Most Valuable Data in Looker and 
Easily Collaborate in the Cloud

Spotlight + Looker



Datameer transforms businesses into agile, data-driven organizations by democratizing access 

to all enterprise data through secure, governed, business data pipelines with Spectrum, and 

virtual access, search, modeling and collaboration with Spotlight. Business and data analysts 

can immediately prepare and explore even the most complex, dispersed data, and instantly 

transform it into business consumable information, both on-premises and in the cloud.

About Datameer

Cloud-native platform

Best-place query optimizer

Data caching

Snowflake/CDW caching

Query logging

Performance auditing

Clouds : AWS & GCP

OPERATIONALIZE

Encryption at-rest

Encryption in-flight

Security pushdown

User access & controls

SAML/SSO

Trust levels

Lineage

PII Identification

Auditing

GOVERNANCE / SECURITY

Shared spaces

Newsfeeds

Notifications

Comments

Descriptions

Tagging

Following

Custom metadata

Business glossary

Modeling

COLLABORATE

Tables

Views

Connections

Workspaces

Documents

Faceted search

FIND / DISCOVER

Tableau

Looker

PowerBI

Excel

Jupyter

Any tool with JDBC

PUBLISH / QUERY

Snowflake

Redshift

MySQL

Datameer X

Teradata

Oracle

SQL Server

SAP BW

Hive

Postgres

MongoDB

S3

Excel/CSV

Documents

Tableau Catalog

CONNECTORS / SOURCES

Datameer Spotlight Features


